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A certificateless (t, n) threshold signature (CLTS)
scheme allows at least t members to cooperatively
sign a message on behalf of an n-member group,
which is a good way to share the responsibility
and authority. Many researchers have focused on
CLTS schemes in the literature. However, these
schemes numerously employ a single key genera-
tion center (KGC) and thus inevitably suffer from
single point of failure and abuse of single key gen-
erator center. To settle these problems, Xiong et
al. [1] introduced the concept of fully distributed
CLTS, in which multiple distributed KGCs take
the responsibility of generating and allocating the
entity partial private key to distributed signers.
Nevertheless, in their definition, each of the dis-
tributed KGCs directly generates and sends an en-
tity partial private key share to a signer, which im-
plicates two assumed conditions. One is that the
number of KGCs and signers is the same, which re-
sults in poor scalability. The other one is that the
collusion between KGCs and signers is forbidden,
which weakens their security model.

In this article, we study the security concept
and the design of fully distributed CLTS schemes.
First, we refine fully distributed CLTS and en-
hance its security model. In our improved secu-
rity model, we still consider two kinds of adver-
saries, a super public key replacement (PKR) at-
tacker and a malicious-but-passive key generation

center (MKGC) attacker. Besides the original at-
tack abilities [1], these attackers are allowed to
corrupt up to t − 1 arbitrary signers and k − 1
arbitrary MKGCs where t and k are the thresh-
old values used to produce a completed signature
and recover the system secret key, respectively. As
a consequence, the two implicit assumptions in [1]
are removed, which makes our security model more
reasonable. Moreover, we give the first concrete
fully distributed CLTS scheme by employing ver-
ifiable secret sharing [2] and distributed key gen-
eration (DKG) [3]. The security of the proposed
scheme can be proven under the standard model
like in [4, 5].

Construction. Let (q,G1,G2, ê, g) be a valid in-
stance, where q denotes a big prime, G1 and G2

denote two q order cyclic groups, ê denotes an ad-
missible bilinear mapping G1 × G1 → G2 and g

denotes a generator in G1. To design a more flexi-
ble scheme, collision-resistant hash functions, He:
{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}ne and Hm: {0, 1}∗× spk×PK →
{0, 1}nm , are adopted to handle desired identi-
ties and messages. The proposed scheme consists
of the following five algorithms: Setup, Extract-
PartialPrivateKeyShare(ExtPPKS), SetUserKey,
Sign, Verify.

Setup. All the KGCs first collectively pick
two generators g and h of G1 where logg h is un-
known and then interactively execute Gennaro’s
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DKG algorithm to generate partial implicit system
secret keys (α2, x

′, x1, x2, . . ., xne
, y′, y1, y2, . . .,

ynm
)∈ (Z∗

p)
ne+nm+3 and the corresponding system

public keys g2 = gα2 , e′ = gx
′

, E = {ei}
ne

i=1 =

{gxi}ne

i=1, w′ = gy
′

, W = {wi}
nm

i=1 = {gyi}nm

i=1.
(1) To securely generate the system secret key

gα1

2 , each KGCi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, performs interac-
tively as follows:

(a) Each KGCi randomly chooses two (k −
1)-degree polynomials Fi(x) and F ′

i (x) over Z∗
p:

Fi(x) = ci0 + ci1x + · · · + cik−1x
k−1, F ′

i (x) =
c′i0 + c′i1x + · · · + c′ik−1x

k−1. Let Pi0 = ci0 =

Fi(0). KGCi opens Til = gcilhc′il mod p for l =
0, 1, . . . , k − 1. KGCi computes the shares Pij =
Fi(j), P

′
ij = F ′

i (j) mod p for j = 1, 2, . . . ,m and
sends Pij , P

′
ij to KGCj .

(b) KGCj checks the shares from the other

KGCi by verifying the equality gPijhP ′

ij =
∏k−1

l=0 (Til)
jl mod p. If the equality does not hold

for an index i, then KGCj opens a complaint to
KGCi.

(c) Each KGCi opens Pij and P ′
ij if it receives

a complaint from KGCj . Otherwise, KGCi is dis-
qualified.

(d) KGCj marks as disqualified any KGCi that
either received more than k − 1 complaints in
Step (1b), or answered to a complaint in Step (1c)
with invalid values.

(e) Each KGCi owns the same set of non-
disqualified QUALKGC and recovers their se-
cret share α1i =

∑

j∈QUALKGC

Pji mod p and

ri =
∑

j∈QUALKGC

P ′
ji mod p. Note that, the

completed system secret key gα1

2 is not explic-
itly obtained by anyone, but it equals ssk =
∏

i∈QUALKGC

gPi0

2 mod p.

(2) Each KGCi jointly generates g1 = gα1 and
fvki = gα1i for i ∈ QUALKGC:

(a) Each KGCi opens Ail = gcil , l = 0, . . . , k−1.
(b) KGCj verifies the values received from

KGCi by checking gPij =
∏k−1

l=0 (Ail)
jl for i ∈

QAULKGC. If the equality does not hold, KGCj

complains against KGCi by opening the values Pij ,
P ′
ij .
(c) KGCi in QUALKGC can compute and pub-

lish public parameters g1 =
∏

j∈QUALKGC

Aj0 and

fvki = gα1i =
∏

j∈QUALKGC

∏k−1
l=0 (Ajl)

il .

At last, the system public keys are spk = (g, h,
g1, g2, e

′, E, w′, W ).
ExtPPKS. Let e be an entity and set E =

He(e). Set E to be the set of indices i ⊂
{1, 2, . . . , ne} where E[i] = 1. In order to generate
an entity partial private key De = (De1, De2) =
(gα1

2 (e′
∏

i∈E
ei)

re , gre), each KGCi performs re-
spectively as follows:

(a) Choose bi1, bi2, . . . , bit−1, b′i0, b
′
i1, . . . , b

′
it−1

from Z∗
p uniformly at random and define gi(x) =

bi0 + bi1x + · · · + bit−1x
t−1, g′i(x) = bi0 + bi1x +

· · · + bit−1x
t−1 where bi0 = λiα1i. Note that,

λ1, λ2, . . . , λm are the Lagrange coefficients.
(b) Compute and publish Eil = E(bil, b

′
il) =

ê(g, g2)
bil ê(g, h)b

′

il for l = 0, 1, . . . , t−1 as the com-
mitments of bi0 and gi(x).

(c) Pick r′eij ∈ Z∗
q at random and compute

Deij1 = g
gi(j)
2 (e′

∏

j∈E
ej)

r′eij , Deij2 = gr
′

eij ,
Deij3 = g′i(j), for j = 1, 2, . . . , n.

At last, set the first verification key share
fvkij = ê(g, g2)

gi(j) and secretly send (Deij1,

Deij2, Deij3) to the signer Sj .

SetUserKey. All of the signers first collec-
tively pick a generator h′ of G1 where logg h

′ is
unknown and then interactively execute Gennaro’s
DKG algorithm to generate partial implicit se-
cret values (βe2, z

′
e, ze1, ze2, . . . , zenm

) ∈ Z∗
p and

the corresponding public keys (ge2 = gβe2 , v′e =
gz

′

e , ve1 = gze1 , ve2 = gze2 , . . . , venm
= gzenm ) ∈

G1.

(1) To obtain the implicit secret value SVe =

g
βe1

e2 ∈ G1, each Si performs interactively as fol-
lows:

(a) Si picks two random (t−1)-degree polynomi-
als Gi(x) and G′

i(x) over Z
∗
p: Gi(x) = ci0 + ci1x+

· · ·+cit−1x
t−1, G′

i(x) = c′i0+c′i1x+ · · ·+c′it−1x
t−1.

Let Pi0 = ci0 = Gi(0). Si opens Cil = gcilh′c
′

il

mod p for l = 0, 1, . . . , t − 1. Si produces and
sends the shares Pij = Gi(j), P

′
ij = G′

i(j) mod p

for j = 1, 2, . . . , n to Sj .

(b) Sj checks the shares from any other signer

Si by verifying gPijh′P ′

ij =
∏t−1

l=0(Cil)
jl mod p. If

the equality does not hold for an index i, then Sj

opens a complaint to Si.

(c) Si opens Pij and P ′
ij , if he receives a com-

plaint from Sj . Otherwise, Si is disqualified.

(d) Sj marks as disqualified any other signer Si

that either received more than t− 1 complaints in
Step (1b), or answered to a complaint in Step (1c)
with invalid values.

(e) Si owns the same non-disqualified set
QUALe and recovers their secret share βe1i =
∑

j∈QUALe
Pji mod p and β′

e1i =
∑

j∈QUALe
P ′
ji

mod p. Note that, the completed secret value gβe1

e2

is not explicitly obtained by anyone, but it equals
SVe =

∏

i∈QUALe
gPi0

e2 mod p.

(2) Each Si jointly generates the public key
ge1 = gβe1 and the second verification key share
svki = ê(g, ge2)

βe1i for i ∈ QUALe:
(a) Si broadcasts Ail = gail for l = 0, . . . , t− 1.

(b) Sj checks the share Pij from the other

signers Sj by verifying gPij =
∏t−1

l=0(Ail)
jl for
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i ∈ QUALe. If the equality fails for an index i,
Sj complains against Si by broadcasting Pij and
P ′
ij .
(c) Si in QUALe computes and publishes

ge1 =
∏

j∈QUALe
Aj0 and svkei = ê(g, ge2)

βe1i =

ê(ge2,
∏

j∈QUALe

∏t−1
l=0(Ajl)

il).
When receiving the partial private key share

(Deij1, Deij2, Deij3) from KGCi, Sj verifies the fol-

lowing equations ê(Deij1, g)
?
= fvkij · ê(e

′
∏

i∈E
ei,

Deij2) and ê(Deij1, g)ê(g, h)
Deij3

?
= ê(e′

∏

k∈E
ek,

Deij2)
∏t1

l=1 E
jl

il . If the verifications fail, the cor-
responding share (Deij1, Deij2, Deij3) assigned to
Sj is invalid. Otherwise, Sj computes Dej1 =
∏k

i=1 Deij1, Dej2 =
∏k

i=1 Deij2 and fvkj =
∏k

i=1 fvkij where without loss of generality, we as-
sume that the first k KGCi in QUALKGC will be
used to generate the partial private key shares. At
last, Sj sets PKe = {ge1, ge2, v

′
e,Ve} and SKej =

(SVej , Dej1, Dej2).
Sign. Given a message M , the system pub-

lic key spk and an entity e with the public key
PKe, compute N = Hm(M‖spk‖PKe) and set M

to be the set of indices j ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , nm} where
N [j] = 1. Next, each Sj first picks rmj from
Z∗
p and then computes Dw = w′

∏

l∈M
wl and

Dv = v′
∏

l∈M
vl, finally broadcasts

σj = (σj1, σj2, σj3, σj4)

= (SVejD
rmj

v , Dej1D
rmj

w , Dej2, g
rmj).

On input σj , fvkj and svkj , any participant
checks the following equations:

ê(σj1, g)
?
= svkj ·ê(Dv, σj4),

ê(σj2, g)
?
= fvkj ·ê(Du, σj3)ê(Dw, σj4).

If the check fails, the participant broadcasts a
complaint against Sj .

Let λ1, λ2, . . . , λt be the Lagrange coefficients.
Without loss of generality, we assume that the first
t signers jointly recover σ of M on e as follows:

σ = (σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4)

=





t
∏

j=1

σ
λj

j1 ,

t
∏

j=1

σ
λj

j2 ,

t
∏

j=1

σ
λj

j3 ,

t
∏

j=1

σ
λj

j4



.

Verify. Given σ on M of e with PKe =
{ge1, ge2, v

′
e,Ve}, the verifier first computes Du =

e′
∏

i∈E
ei, Dw = w′

∏

j∈M
wj and Dv =

v′
∏

j∈M
vj , then checks the following equalities:

ê(σ1, g)
?
= ê(ge1, ge2)ê(Dv, σ4),

ê(σ2, g)
?
= ê(g1, g2)ê(Du, σ3)ê(Dw, σ4).

Output 1 if it is valid. Otherwise, output 0.

Conclusion. In this article, we first refined the
fully distributed CLTS definition and then im-
proved its security model. Finally, we gave the
first fully distributed CLTS scheme provably se-
cure in the standard model. Further discussion
are available in the supporting information.
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